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Science, Art, and Craft of Renewable Wisdom Trails  
Educational Syllabus 

100 Hr. Education and Training Program 
 

This is the foundational education and training level course 001 (Zero) into earth’s mysteries, mothering 
inhabitants, traditional environmental knowledge and using the most recent 
research/teaching/training/ceremonies for navigating lifestyle choices through the lens of the 
Renewable Wisdom Trails cosmology. 

Elder: Guy Gilleshammer aka Lone Eagle (Anishinaabe Métis) 
Renewable Wisdom Trails is an offering of vast and ancient knowledge passed from Elders in my 
tradition, as well as others.  It is a portal into the realm of the ancestors, an alive and open space of 
exploration.  Inside this place of long-lived wisdom is a bridge between linear ways of thinking and more 
intuitive forms of accessing inner knowing.  What is encountered is not so much “how-to” linear 
teachings, but an ancestral flow of wisdom gained by keen observation and recognition of the natural 
world.  We enter this primordial place by learning to relate the entirety of our being as part of Nature, 
not separate from it.  Through this portal it is possible to access the wisdom at the center of one’s 
incarnation…and touch into and be touched by what bonds us together as a family with All Our 
Relations. 

What has been handed down to me is essentially a responsibility to watch over the pattern of daily life 
and detail ceremonial observations whereby each of us can become conscious of the critically important 
role we play as part of Nature.  The Oral Tradition I have walked with is about living in full kinship with 
all species contained in the natural world as part of our human experience.  Our extended family of 
plants, animals, minerals, the land and sky, are part of our evolution on Mother Earth, and we theirs. 
The natural ecological cycles they co-habit can then be replenished by the trails we choose to live 
because we seek their permission to be part of them as they are part of us.  Simple to say, but a whole 
other way to experience our existence on Earth. 

C: 303.345.1450 Email: guyeagle@gmail.com 

Assisting: Sue Spielman aka Dreamweaver (European/Asia Minor/Mediterranean/Mestizo) 
Sue “Dreamweaver” Spielman, a long-time apprentice, friend and colleague who has walked these trails 
with me, is the main knowledge keeper of this Natural Science of Oral Teachings.  She will be assisting in 
a range of activities throughout this course that can take the form of being part of a circle; participating 
in ceremony; roundtable discussions, ongoing teaching courses, etc. The main dedication of these 
activities is to support access to your incarnational journey by integrating this wisdom into your lifestyle, 
and/or deepening into further exploration.  It is a fluid wisdom, in constant adaptation to the 
extraordinary movement in our world.  If a requirement exists in walking these Trails, it is to have the 
intent to come back – again and again – to one’s natural state, the very essence of renewable wisdom. 

C: 303.941.3207 Email: Dreamweaver@BraidedTraditions.com 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traditional_ecological_knowledge
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Prerequisite to program start: Scheduling and completion of private session(s) mapping ancestral 
genealogy and collecting personal history for personalized epigenetic herbal remedy blend to be used 
throughout program. Course time includes the research required for appropriate herbs for geographical 
relatedness and medicine wheel compatibility.  

Packaging and shipping organic herbs, any printed or electronic course handouts plus survey form 
included in course. 

Participation: Readiness to learn means you are willing to come to each weekly class with questions, 
insights offering into the Circle from prior week, and willingness to share within the group. Weekly 
assignments, both in and out of the designated class time, will be given to further exploration and 
learning.  

Class Schedule: Starts on Fall Equinox September 22, 2021, 6pm-8pm MT – calls will be a mix of Zoom 
and audio, to be determined. Expect assignments to require a minimum of 50 hours if you intend on 
fully participating. 

Week 1:  

Overview of Ancestral history, how it effects spirit, body, emotions and thinking 

Activation technique for herbs and intake instructions 

Renewable Wisdom Creation story as passed down in the teachings of the Oral Tradition 

Week 2:  

Overview of protocols/guidelines used to guide renewable wisdom teachings 

Relationship of Creation Story with first four protocols 

Concept of Twinning (Creator and Creation), numbering sources of nature’s wisdom 

Homework/exercise/dreaming assignment 

Week 3:  

Actioning of Cause and Effect (a, b, c’s of choice) 

Turtle shell as a living model for translation between medicine wheels 

Introduction to medicine wheels 

Earth’s Librarians and presentation with medicine wheels 

Week 4:  

Ceremonial instructions for daylong experience that will be working with beliefs/medicine wheels 

Connecting to intelligence of place with observations to first four protocols 

Journaling exercise assignment 

(Week 4 includes dreamtime monitoring that could be shared in week 5) 
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Week 5:  

Group sharing and learning from ceremonial experiences 

Fifth protocol 

Week 6: 

Actively working with medicine wheels 

Opening to coloring and measuring time existence 

Illumination by all stars and suns (fire) 11/1 and color wheel 

Changes of all Earths and forms (Earth) 12/2 and mineral wheel 

Week 7:  

Energy in motion (water) 13/3 and plant wheel 

Sensory development (Air) 14/4 and animal wheel 

Ceremonial instructions with emphasis on integrating sensory network 15/5 

Week 8:  

Catalyzing knowledge into body wisdom and behaviors 16/6  

Sixth protocol 

Ceremonial review (form to be determined by group progress) 

Week 9: 

Open and Closed Imprinting and symbolic signatures 17/7  

Seventh protocol 

Cycles, networking patterns of personality constructs 18/8 

Eighth protocol 

Week 10: 

Chaos, Re-designing Behaviors, Mathematics of the Medicine Wheel 19/9 

Measurements of Wisdom- Giving back and consuming less 

Ninth Protocol 

Week 11: 

Working the wheels of movement and beliefs 

Personal journaling and ceremonial nature walk-abouts 

Week 12: 
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Group discussion on discovering qualities. 

Ceremonial closures of circle 

 

Additional courses available pending completion of the current course include: 

(All courses and teachings align with the four powers of incarnation. Birth, Life, Death and Rebirth) 

 

Course 002 Oral Craft “Becoming a voice of Nature” 

Overview Description: Working with imprints, inside the clusters/matrix of closed imprints, self-care 
maintenance tools and techniques including energetically, nutritionally, and physically. 

Course 003 Oral Science of Craft “Imprinting of English language” 

Overview Description: Working within language in medicine ways of the Oral Tradition that deep dive 
into the many directions around the wheel that nouns remove spirit and replace meanings and beliefs 
into that of a hierarchical system.  This breakthrough course into existing imprinted beliefs includes 
learning to let go of expectations and anchoring discovery approaches. 

Course 004 “Mathematics of Incarnation” 

Overview Description: Since the times of early humans, mathematics has been used to express and 
measure what naturally occurs within the natural, magical, and cosmic laws. You need no mathematical 
background just the ability to receive and understand the embedded wheels used for teaching this 
course. Personality is removed from the social hierarchy and the pure science of the moon mathematics 
is applied.  

 

 

  

  

    

 

 

 


